
Zakynthos route (2 weeks)

Sunny sailing holidays in Greece

Saturday Arrival Nidri 
Nidri is the home of Sunny Sailing. The view of the water is magnificent. The jetty lies in 

front of the Armonia hotel where one can make use of the many facilities that the hotel has 

to offer. Nidri itself has a lively village with a pleasant boulevard.

Sunday Nidri - Sivota
Sivota on Lefkas is a traditional village in the southeast of the island, approximately

33 kilometers from Lefkada town. It is located in a closed bay surrounded by lots of gree-

nery. The bay is closed so that the sea looks more like a lake surrounded by beautifully 

overgrown hills and mountains. Sivota is a cozy village with nice terraces and restaurants at 

the water.

Monday Sivota - Fiskardo 
Fiskardo on the island of Kefalonia, is a place that you will certainly keep up with the co-

lorfulness of the houses. This village survived the earthquake of 1953 as the only one. This 

place is very cozy and beautiful and so popular! Many terraces on the water, mundane; the 

Monaco of the Ionian Sea.

Tuesday Fiskardo - Eufemia
Eufemia is a nice village with a beautiful beach. You can take a diving course here if you 

want to. The restaurant at the end of the village, where you have a view of the lights of 

Sami, has a delicious menu. The food here is Greek for luxury; the homemade chocolate 

bavarois with sabayon sauce tastes delicious!

Wednesday Eufemia - Agios Nikolaios
The village of Agios Nikolaos itself is not that big and is scattered in the bowl-shaped bay. 

On the north side of Agios Nikolaos lies the fishing harbor. A quieter place and from the ter-

race of the tavern right by the sea you have a magnificent view of the fishing harbor and in 

the distance the hustle and bustle of the day excursions.

Thursday Agios Nikolaios - Katakolon
Katakolon consists of three streets. On the car-free quay are many (fish) restaurants with 

cozy terraces on the water. Behind it lies the main street with shops, post office, bike rental 

and other useful things. If you follow this street past the harbor, after a sharp bend along 

bare rocks you will reach the cape on which the lighthouse watches. Katakolon is ‘the ga-

teway’ to the famous Olympia, where the Olympic Games were organized centuries before 

Christ.

Friday Katakolon - Keri Baai
Keri Bay is a beautiful bay that has a pebble sand beach. It is near Turtle Island; there are 

also many diving schools in the area. There are also several hotels, tavernas where you can 

eat and enjoy the fantastic view of the bay.



Zakynthos route (2 weeks)

Sunny sailing holidays in Greece

Saturday Keri Baai rustdag 
Relax, dive, snorkel or sail. The program is completely free today; so do what you want!

Sunday Keri Baai - Zakynthos Stad
Zakynthos town is the capital of the island of Zakynthos in 1953 by a heavy earthquake al-

most completely ruined. Zakynthos town has about 12,000 inhabitants and is a modern city 

with many buildings in classical style. There are streets with arches, churches with impres-

sive bell towers, beautiful squares and important monuments. The port of Zakynthos is also 

located in this city.

Monday Zakynthos Stad - Poros 
Poros can be found in the southwest of the island of Kefalonia. Because the ferry comes 

here, there is always a lot of life in the harbor. The walk to the village is very nice because a 

wide boulevard has been made here; On one side the beach, on the other side the restau-

rants, the shops and the bars ....

Tuesday Poros - Kioni
Kioni is located on the island of Ithaka and there are several fishing boats in the harbor. The 

beautifully manicured houses with ceramic roof tiles give this village a beautiful appea-

rance. There are only taverns on the quay, with terraces right on the water. There are pots 

of flowers everywhere in the village. The surroundings of the village are beautiful green, the 

hills behind and around the village are full of trees.

Wednesday Ithaka - Kalamos
Kalamos is a very green island with many pine and pine forests. There are all kinds of small, 

deserted, sandy and pebble beaches on the island. The sea water is turquoise and crystal 

clear. It is a mountainous island that is loved by sailors. Although Kalamos is very small, the 

highest peak here is 745 meters!

Thursday Kalamos - Spartagori
Spartagori is located on the island of Meganissi. It is good to stay here, sleep peacefully and 

especially wake up well. The village on top of the mountain is the perfect place for your 

most beautiful holiday photos. It is also likely that you will see dolphins!

Friday Meganissi - Nidri
Back to the home base. Where you can refuel your own jetty before (unfortunately) the 

suitcases have to be packed. In the evening, the hotel can serve a deliciously BBQ on the 

other side of the street.
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